One of the important features of
the Controller CMS solution is the
management of the card life cycle.
The card life cycle controls the
various phases of the card from
enrollment to end-of-use. Controller
CMS allows you to manage this
process easily. CardExchange®
Controller CMS allows for the
occasional mishaps like the card
getting lost, broken or stolen
which will require a new card to be
produced. Controller CMS must be
aware of the statuses to be able to
restrict access on blocked cards.
The users can request a change of
status and a new card at any time
via the online self-service portal.

Our CardExchange® Controller
CMS offers a variety of methods
to import your card holder data.
You can choose a CSV file import
or synchronization through our
customizable connectors. Our
connectors offer real-time data
link to your databases such as
employee registration, human
resources, access control or
other back- office systems.
Any information added to the
card holder record such as a
photo, card number, or biometric
information will quickly update your
connected back-office applications.

Once your card holder data is
complete, the card is ready to be
produced. After being printed and
encoded successfully, it will report
specific data back to the Controller
CMS. Two important factors
linked to the CMS are the number
of cards produced and the chip
serial number. This information
will forever be safely secured
inside Controller CMS. The status
will change to ‘ready to ship’ as
soon as the CMS receives all the
information. Printing and encoding
of your cards can either be done
locally or through centralized
production.

With applications from entry level, basic card
production, to advanced technologies including
contactless, biometrics and customization,
CardExchange® Solutions, Inc. has your
software solution.
Around the world, government, corporate,
education, healthcare and business and
industries of all levels and demands trust
CardExchange®.

